2018 Leadership Camp Workshop Descriptions
“Common Goals Take Flight”
- The main portion of this workshop will be done individually filling out a questionnaire. After the students are
able to finish the questionnaire they will then be able to recap with the whole group as to why they picked one
thing versus the other. This will give every troupe a better understanding of one's motives and goals.
Keeping the Bond Alive (aka “Statues”)
This workshop is meant to explore common issues among troupes and how these issues arise, as well as how
to solve such issues and ways to avoid them altogether.
Club Activities
Having fun and inclusive club activities is an essential aspect of how to have a successful club! In this
workshop we will discuss and analyze fun club activities, as well as what makes an activity successful or not.
Troupe Trust
Students will participate in a group activity and discussion about trust. They will learn skills about how to
broaden trust within their troupe and what they can bring back after camp.
Trust activities will require physical activity and hands on supervision.
Motivation and Recruitment
Students will participate in a discussion communicating previous and future methods of motivation and
recruitment. Students will then be split into small groups to prepare a skit in which they put these methods into
action. In this, they are not only inclusive leaders, but also learn how to grow their theatre department!
Sell your Show
Students will be able to learn how to advertise their show within their school. We will also cover how to create a
successful Poster/ playbill for your show. Students will also be able to contribute and take ideas from other
students.
Fundraising
This is a super fun awesome way to get some great Lit ideas on how to fundraise. Students will discuss certain
fundraising tactics to help other troops to gain some SUPER RAD ideas. This workshop is super cool and
awesome please come it will be THE BEST.
Understanding Each Other
Students will draw a house that will metaphorically define their openness, fears, views of others, etc. After
sharing with their troupe and learning more about each other, the troupe as a whole will create a house of their
own. This will help define the team’s goals and the way they accomplish them. The goal is to strengthen
personal and troupe relationships.
Masks of Leadership
We will give everyone a paper mask and a writing thingy. We will have everyone write what the want people to
see and what they try to show as a first impression
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